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J. A. B. Hegewald

Representations of the Jina’s Birth and Enlightenment in Jaina Art,

Architecture

Whenresearching an article on the representation
of various aspects of Jaina cosmologyin art and
architecture (Hegewald 2000), I was surprised to
note strong visual similarities betweenseveral Jaina
cosmological, mythical and ritual paraphernalia,
venerated and employed by members of both
Svetambara and Digambara sects. The recurrent
shape is that of a pyramidal structure consisting
of several taperingtiers, usually three, crowned by
a throne-like seat or platform accommodating
either one or multiple Jaina images. The three
major components inthis visual relationship of the
three-tiered structures are: meru, samavasarana
and the simhdsana ritual stand. The present paper
will set out to demonstrate that the three compo-
nents are not only connected on a visual or
structural level but also on a deeper religio-
philosophical plane whichis activated and invoked
during ritual performances. Whilst the image of the
meru is representative of the Jina’s birth, the
samavasarana is symbolic of his enlightenment.
The simbdasanaritual stand forms a link between the
two andcan take on either meaning depending on
the ritual context.

The first component I wouldlike to discuss is the
meru whichis associated with and symbolic of the
birth of a Tirthankara. The term meru occurs in
Jaina cosmological literature as well as in the
mythological life stories of the Tirthankaras. It’s
literal translation is ‘mountain’, ‘peak’ or ‘hill.’
There are also manyvisual representations of the
meru in art andarchitecture. In a Jaina religious
context it primarily refers to the cosmic Mount
Meru,the tall tower-like mountain located at the

centre of the middle world of the Jaina cosmos!.
The meru plays an importantrole in Jaina mythol-
ogy andthelifes of the Tirthankaras because this
is where the god Indra is believed to take every
baby Jina immediately after their birth. At the
summit of the cosmic mountain, the infant is
worshipped and receives his first sacred bath,

representing his birth ablutions. Because of the
close association of this popular story with the

and Ritual

mountain, the image of the meru has become
representative of the Jina’s birth. After the mirac-
ulous conception, his delivery is the second core
event in the life of a Tirthankara.

In paintings, sculpture andarchitecture, repre-
sentations of the meru usually followa simplified
and schematised formula. According to the stand-
ard version it consists of three truncated cones,
each one smaller than the one below, placed one
on top of the other”. At the apex is a pavilion, a
small shrine or atree, sheltering a Jina image seated
on a throne*. The upper part of the arrangement,
referred to as the ca#likad, is sometimes raised on
an additional projection or terrace. In some cases
this additionalpart leads the arrangement to appear
four-tiered. Painted representations of merus are
preserved in manuscript collections and onlarger
sheets of paper. We also have many examples of
cosmic mural paintings adorning the walls of
temple complexes. The Svetambara temple com-
pound in the fort at Mandu (Mandt), Madhya
Pradesh, for example, has a cosmologicalhall with
modern wall paintings depicting, amongst others,
various aspects of the meru*. We also find three-
dimensional images of the subject. Such sculptural
meru representations caneitherberelatively small,
about 1 m high and made of bronze, or they can
be larger arrangements, usually fashioned in white
marble. Whilst small metal sculptures are com-

Fora detailed discussion of Jaina cosmic geography and
the representation of cosmological structures in Jainaart
and architecture, see Hegewald (2000).

2 There are also standardised representations of Mount
Kailasa and Mount Astapada. As these, however, do not

follow the three-tiered arrangement, they will not be

discussed in this article.

For textual descriptions of the meru see for example

Caillat/Kumar (1981, 30, 130, 156, 160). The same
monographalso contains reproductions of meru paint-
ings, as may be seen on Pppe one eat and 161.

For a photographic reproduction of one of the meru
paintings at Mandu see Hegewald (2000, 18, fig. 10).  
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Fig. 1. The meru of Ajitanatha, Paragnatha Jaina Temple,

Allahabad (U.P.). Photo J. A. B. Hegewald

monly kept in side chapels, antechambers and the
mandapas immediately outside the main garbha-
grha, larger stonerepresentationsare usually housed
in the central shrine room and venerated as the
main object of worship in a Jaina temple. A

beautiful small bronze sculpture of a meru topped
bya Jina image kept undera protective glass dome
is venerated in the south-eastern shrineonthe first
floor of the Mahavira Digambara Jaina Templeat
Seoni (Sivani) in Madhya Pradesh. Larger stone

representations, housed in the main garbha-grha

of Jaina temples, are particularly commonin the
north of India and exhibit a large range of var-
iations. Most examples are made of white marble
and have three octagonal terraces frequently de
lineated by lowjéli screen-like balustrades of the

same material. They usually support the mélndaya-
ka, the mainritual image of the temple. Whilst in

most meru paintings and small bronzes, the meru
itself is the main object of veneration, in the larger

stone arrangements the pyramidal meru bases are
usually somewhat subordinatedandare reducedto
the function of providing an elaborate pedestal
displaying the main imageabove. Thepresence and
importance of the meru form in such sculptural
constellations is, however, clearly acknowledgedin
the name given to such formations. They are
usually referred to as “the meru of ...” followed

_

 
bara Bara Jaina

M.P.). Photo J. A. B. Hegewald.

Fig.2. The meru of Pargvanatha, Digam

Mandir, Jabalpur

by the name of the Jina seated at the apex. A
simple example of this type is the meru of Rsa-

bhdeva in the Digambara Jaina Baddhi Mandirat
Namdev Cauk in Sanganer (Sanganer, Sangra-

mapura), Rajasthan. Theblack imageof the Tirthan-

kara Rsabhdeva is supported onalotus pedestal.

Thethree octagonal layers of the meru of Vasupij-
yasvami in the Sri Vasuptjya Bhagvan Templeat

the foot of the sacred Mount Culagiri at Khaniya

(Khaniya), outside Jaipur in Rajasthan, is elabo
rately decorated with trees and other vegetal

designs. Becausethe platform supporting the image

is relatively high it appears almost like a fourth

terrace. Like the other three layers below, it is

surroundedby alowfiligree-like stone balustrade.
The meru of Ajitanatha in the Parasnatha Temple

in Allahabad (Allahabad), Uttar Pradesh, is similar

in most respects, but its lowest terrace is square

and not octagonal (fig. 1). The image aboveis
raised on an elaborate throne seat which is fur

nished with a back rest. Two unusual examples are

the stepped meru of Adinathain the Sri Digambara
Bara Jaina Mandir in Old Delhi (Purana Dilli)

which is made of black and not white marble and

bears golden decorations, and the smaller three

tiered meru of Pargvanatha in the Digambara Bara

Jaina Mandirat Jabalpur in MadhyaPradeshasit
is elaborately painted and crowned by a Sikhara
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roof(fig. 2). Most merus are toppedbybent bangla
roof shapes or rounded domestypical of temple
formsinfluenced byIslamic design features. In the
following section it will be shown that meru and
samavasarana are visually closely related and in
many cases almost indistinguishable. From the
available material it seems, however, that it is more
commonfor merw sculptures to be octagonal, and
in rare instances to have a square base, whilst
three-dimensional samavasaranas tend to be most-
ly round. Thefact that this meansof differentiation
does, however, not work in every instance is
attested to bythe large circular meru, called the
Meru Mandir,located immediately to the north of
the Digambara Jaina Temple at Ahar (Ahar) in
Madhya Pradesh. Additionally, however, merus
are usually topped bya single mainfigural rep-
resentation, whilst it is an important aspect of the
Samavasarana to support a four-fold image. The
next paragraph on samavasaranas will explain the
religious and mythological backgroundfor having
a quadruple image.

The second elementin this group of triple-tired
structures is the samavasarana. Visuallyit is close-
ly related to the meru structures discussed in the
previous section. In this context it is noteworthy
that in manytexts on architecture, such as the
Vastuvidya of Visvakarma, merus and samava-
saranas are discussed in the same passages*. Sa-
mavasaranaliterally means ‘assemblage’ andrefers
to the mythical preaching auditorium the gods
create forthe deliveryof the first sermon ofaJina
after his attainment of omniscience (kevalajiana).
Consequently, samavasaranas are primarily myth-
ical structures related to the legendarylife stories
of the Jinas. Detailed descriptions of the mythical
assembly halls of the Tirthankaras are provided in
the Jaina Puranas. The samavasarana is described
as a complex amphitheatre-like pyramidal struc-
ture consisting ofthree terracesor fortifications to
seat the audience of gods, humans and animals. A
Samavasarana can either be round or square in
plan, although they seem more commonlyto have
a circular ground plan*. The pyramidal preaching
hall is topped bya square platform,either referred
to as pitha, gandha-kuti or devachchhanda, on
whichtheenlightenedJina takes his seat. The gods
then create three more identical images of the
Tirthankara seated on similar stools to address the
listeners in the remaining three directions. This
part of the story provides the rational for having
a quadruple image at the summit of the amphi-
theatre. The four-fold image is protected by a
pavilion (Sri-mandapa) or sheltered undera tree
growing atopthethree-tiered structure. Thelatter
is either referred to as a caitya-vrksa or more
specifically as an aSoka tree. Because of the close
connection between theJina’s attainment of om-
niscience and the structure of the samavasarana
which provides the venue for his first sermon,

representations of the mythical preaching audito-
riumare seen as acelebration of the Tirthankara’s
kevalajnana andare therefore considered symbolic
of the Jina’s enlightenment.

In Jaina art we regularlyfindreliefs depicting
the multi-tiered preachinghall of the Tirthankaras.
The rock carvings are amongstthe earliest visual
representations of the subject. Whilst images of the
standardised three-tiered samavasaranas do not
appearonthe surviving 1* to 2century AD Aya-
gapatas from Mathura (Mathura) in Uttar Pradesh
(Shah 1955, 86), there are what seem to be early
rock cut representations ofit in the Jaina caves at
Udajayagiri in Orissa. The carvings have generally
been dated to about the 1* century AD. Much
clearer examples maybe seen in the porchof the
Mahavira Temple at Kumbharia (Kumbharia, an-
cient Arasana), and on the ceilings of shrines
number fifteen and nineteen of the temple of
Adinatha, better known as the Vimala-Vasahi, at
Mount Abu. Both temples are early to mid-11%
century structures in Rajasthan. Fromthis period
we also have painted versions such as the c. 11"-
century murals decorating theceilings at Tirumalai
in Tamil Nadu, and those in the open mandapa
of the Vardhamana Temple at Kanchipuram(Kaiici),
Tamil Nadu,dating from aboutthe 12"century AD
(Shah 1955, 94)?. From the 12-13" centuries
onwards painted versions of the samavasarana do
not remain confined to temple architecture and we
also have examples painted on cloth and paper. In
addition to stone reliefs and various kinds of
paintings, there are also free-standing sculptural
representations of the samavasarana which again
exist both in metal and in stone (fig. 3). Metal
versions are usuallyrelatively small but neverthe-
less can be very elaborate. A beautiful example
from Surat (Strat) in Gujarat, dated to about
1065 AD,is illustrated in the study by U. P. Shah
(1955, fig. 76). A further bronze, where more
emphasis has been placed onthe three tiers of the
arrangement, is housedin the side chapel in the
north-east of the Sri Digamabara Jaina Bispafthi
Bari Kothi Mahavira Jaina Temple in the village

Forfurtherdetails see for example Somapura/Dhaky(in
Shah/Dhaky 1975, 16). In this respect it is also worth
noting that a temple on MountSonigiri is both referred
to as a Meru Temple and as a Samavasarana Temple.
Verses five and six of the Samavasarana-stavana for
example give the dimensions of the various constituent
parts of round and square samavasaranas (Bhandarkar
1911, 128f.).
In contemporary temple building and decoration such
paintings are morelikelyto be positioned on the temple
walls, as maybe seenin the Nasiyan Temple at Ajmer
(Ajmir), Rajasthan, or on the outer walls of a temple
complexasis the case in the Badaga Basadi at Mudabidri
(Murabidri) in Karnataka. In these later examples, sa-
mavasarana imageryis being used to advertise a clear
Jaina identity on the outside of the temple structure.  
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3 1 |
Fig. 3. Samavasarana sculpture, Ajitanatha Temple, Sirohi

Photo J. A. B. Hegew ald.(Rajasthan).

of Sonagiri (Sonagiri) in Madhya Pradesh. Sculp
tural examples of samavasaranas madeof stone are
often veryclosely related to the three-dimensional

stone meru images discussed above. The stone
samavasaranas usually have a moulded base below
supporting three circular tiers which are sur-

mounted by a square pavilion accommodating a
quadruple imageof a Jina. Whilst most merus have
angular terraces, it seems more commonforsa-
mavasarana representations to consist of circular

rings. This difference seems, however, not to be

based ontextual prescriptions. Whilst merus have

a single main image on the summit, however, the
samavasarana representations carry four-faced
representations of Tirthankaras. Circular samava-

savana representations in white marble are en-
shrined in the subsidiary shrines of various Jaina
temples in north-western India. Cell number

twenty, in the south-west corner of the Vimala

Vasahi at Mount Abu (AD 1032 andlater), for

instance, houses a splendid example. Ofa similar
date is that in the southernmost chapel onthe east
side of the Mahavira Temple at Kumbharia
(AD1062), whilst the pyramidal samavasarana
representation in the north-eastern corner of the

Caumukh Tunk at Palitana (Palitana) in Gujarat

. Hegewald

 
Fig. 4. Larlge-scale samavasarana of ¢ andraprabhu, Dig-

ambara temple complex, Ramtek Maharashtra). Photo

J. A. B. Hegewald.

dates from about the 16" or 17" century. Espe-

cially in recent centuries, samavasarana represen

tations are also venerated inside the main shrine
rooms of temples. In these examples, the images

at the summit of the structures are very small
whilst the mythical preaching auditorium por-
trayed in great detail presents the main part of the
arrangement. Consequently, it appears that in
these later examples the architectural structures
and not the figural images present the primary
focus of worship. This expresses a general tenden
cy in Jaina art to show aneverincreasing interest
in mythological and cosmological themes unique
to Jainism. A clear exampleof such a large modern

samavasarana is housed onthe first floor of the

Parsvanatha Basadi at Narasimharajapura (Nar

asimharajapura) in Karnataka. A further notewor
thy position in which samavasarana sculptures
made of stone can beplaced is typical of Jaina
temples in north-westernIndia. Especially in walled
Jaina temples located in Rajasthan, which are

usually raised on high terraces, samavasarana
representations are frequently positioned over the

steps ofthe entranceto the temple (nala-mandapa)
and face the main image in the central shrine.

Religio-philosophical texts on architecture such as
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Monumental SAMAVASAYA-Fig. 5.

ma structure, Mount Sonagiri

(M.P.). Photo J. A. B. Hegewald.

the Vastusastra and the Vastuvidya of Vigvakarma
prescribe this arrangement and seem to imply that
such samavasaranas act as the equivalents or Jaina
replacements of the vahana sculptures found in a
Hindu context’. All the examples discussed so far
are still of such relatively small dimensions that
they are housed inside the temple buildings and
represent sculptural approaches to the subject.
Samavasaranas were, however, also created on a
muchlarger scale, expressing the translation ofthis
theme into monumentalarchitecture. All architec-
tural representations date from later periods, such
as from the 18" to the 21* centuries, and express
an unbrokencontinuity of the samavasarana theme
in Jaina architecture. There are ample examples
fromall parts of India. It is noteworthyto observe,
that in more monumental examples, the pavilion
at the summit of the structure is frequently en-
closed and remains locked on ordinary days,
obscuring the multiple images inside. In these
examples it seems to be more the celebration of
kevalajnana, the attainment of enlightenment in
general, which ultimately is the aim of everyJaina,
rather than the representationofthehistoricalfirst
sermonofa specific Tirthankara which is indicat-
ed. Whilst the samavasarana in the south-west of
the large temple complex at Papora (Papora),
Madhya Pradesh, is specifically associated with
Parsvanatha’s firth sermon, the group of three
samavasaranasin the north-eastof the temple area,
although they too must be topped by specific Jina
images, are largely worshipped as representations
of kevalajfiana as such. Oneof the most beautiful
examples, possibly dating fromas early as the 18%
or 19century, is the samavasarana of Candrap-
rabhu in the Digambara temple complex at Ramtek
(Ramtek) in Maharashtra (fig. 4). On an even
larger scale are those on Mount Sonagiri in Mad-

 

hya Pradesh(fig. 5) and at Pavapuri in Bihar. The
latter example is especially noteworthy as it is
believed to mark the actual spot on which the
historical Mahavira delivered his first sermon.
Probablythe largest representationof its kind is
to be found in Palitana, at the base of Mount
Satrufijaya. Whilst smaller examples of samava-
saranas are usually solid, functioning asmonumen-
tal sculptures and allowing the visitors to climb
the structures, the latter exampleis a ‘real’ building
in the sense thatit encloses an internal space’. The
translation of this mythical monumental symbol
into a religious edifice which pilgrims can enter,
seems to be

a

feature particularly of very recent
structures in this style. The monumental sa-
mavasarana structures discussed here are large-
scale architectural examples which represent a
symbolic or commemorative temple type, a config-
urationnotassociated withotherreligions in South
Asia.

The final element in this group of three multi-
tiered pyramidalstructuresis the simhasanaritual
stand. Simhdasana literally means‘lionseat’ or ‘lion
throne’ and is used to describe any pedestal or
platform adorned with lions at its extremities
carrying an imageof a Tirthankara or other divine

For various discussions of this issue consult the publi-
cation by Shah/Dhaky1975. Particularly useful in this
respectis the joint paper by Sompura and Dhaky. Note
particularly the sections on pages 15 and 16, and the
discussion by Dhaky on pages 329 and 332. Thelatter
also seems to implythat other symbolic representations
can replace vahana sculptures.
Inside the large Palitana samavasarana is an exhibition
of Jaina cosmological and mythical themes.
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Fig. 6. Square simhdsana ritual stand, Adinatha Temple,

Ranakpur (Rajasthan). Photo J. A. B. Hegewald.

being’. In its general sense, the term is also used

to refer to the seat at the summit of theritual
stands, although it is more commonly applied to

theentire three-tiered structure. The main purpose

of the simbdsanais to carry anddisplay a sculptural

image of a Jina for the execution of religious
rituals. Such ritual stands are found in most Jaina
temples throughout India andare used onadaily

basis. Most simhdsanas are located in the main

mandapain front of the garbha-grha housing the

main imageofa Jaina temple. The pyramidal ritual

standsareeither madeentirely out of metalor they
consist of a wooden frame covered with sheets of

silver. A few examples are also made of bronze

or are gold plated. The tapering structures are
composedof three either square or circular ped-

estals, although there are also examples with oc-

tagonal tiers (figs. 6-7). These are positioned one

over the other culminating in a throne platform

or seat. In addition to at least onelarge fixed

(pratisthit) central image, usually made of stone

and housed in the main shrine of a Jaina temple,
mostplaces of Jaina worshipalso haveat least one,

frequently even several, small metal images. These

figures are relativelylight and easily movable and
are therefore used during the performance of

rituals''. Such small portable ritual images are
referred to as vidhi-ndyaka. Whilst the larger

é Hegewald

TTTUTEHLATUPERELLLEEECEL LIE

Fig. 7. Circular simhdsana, Santinatha Temple, Sanderav

Rajasthan). Photo J. A. B. Hegewald.

stationary sculptures housed in the central garbha-

grha of a templewill also be washed and anointed
on a regular basis, the daily ritual morning bath
as well as more complex rituals are more common-
ly performed on the vidhi-ndyaka (Jain/Fischer
1978 [I], 13). It is believed that the rituals con-

ducted on the small metal image equally apply
themselves to the main image, the m#lndyaka,
housed in the main shrine’*. On these occasions

Consequently, the simbdsana is also part of the sa

mavasarana. According to textual descriptions there are

four lion thrones at the summit of the samavasarana

structure on which the four Jina images are seated

(Coomaraswamy 1994, 23; von Glasenapp 1999, 279)

For a discussion of simplelion pedestals as part of Jaina

sculptural arrangements see for example the publication

by Shah (1987, 10).

In many temples, the portable metal images are also

housed in the main shrine room but removed to the

simhasanastandin order to perform rituals.

It is worth noting that also most mal-ndyakas are seated

on lion thrones in the more general sense. (Shah/Dhaky

1975, 168). This also applies to small ritual sculptures

which usually also have an inherent pedestal adorned

with lions. Consequently, the placing of the image and

its inherent pedestal, on a larger throne sculpture con
stitutes a certain repetition. At the end of this paper,
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Fig. 8. The vidhi-ndyaka on the simhdasana stand, Nem-
inatha Temple, Nadol (Rajasthan). PhotoJ. A. B. Hegewald.

the ritual image is placed at the summit of the
simhasana stand and acts as a substitute for the
milnayaka (fig. 8). Simbdsana ritual stands are
structurally closely related to the other three-tiered
structures, the meru and the samavasarana, dis-
cussed above, and form an evident link between
them. This has predominantlyto do with the kind
of rituals conducted onthetapering stools of the
simbasanas and with the events portrayed and
represented in these particular ceremonies.

In order to function ritually and to be potent
religious objects, sacred images haveto be formally
installed and consecrated through the performance
of a series of complexrituals. In a Jaina context,
these installation and consecration rituals are com-
monly referred to as the parica-kalyanaka-pra-
tistha-mahotsava or as the Jina-bimba-pratistha
(Babb 1998,66; Jain 1983, 114; Fischer/Jain 1974/75,
35). These aimat re-enacting thefive central events
in the life of the Tirthankara. At the end of the
sequence the Jina has ‘relieved’ the five auspicious
Occasions of conception, birth, renunciation, at-
tainment of omniscience, and nirvana.In this state,
as a fully enlightened andliberated being, he is
enshrinedin the temple. The consecration rites are
usually conducted on a small replacement image
made of metal (Fischer/Jain 1974/75, 35). The two
aspects of the rituals re-enacting the five core

events, the parica-kalydnaka paja or patc-kalyan
pia, whichare particularly important with regard
to our analysis and interpretation of three-tiered
structures in Jaina art and architecture, are the
birth (janam kalyanaka) and enlightenment (nir-
van kalyanaka) of the Tirthankara. The climax of
the birth celebrations (janmotsava) is represented
by the re-enactmentofthefirst bath (janamabhise-
ka) which the Jina received from the god Indra
on a terrace at the peak of Mount Meru imme-
diately following his birth”. The ritual bathing of
the imageis referred to as sndtra or sndpana pija
(Babb 1998, 69; Jaini 1990, 200) and either one or
several worshippers take on the role of Indra and
pour various kinds of liquids over the portable
metal imageplaced on the simhdsana (abhiseka)'*.
During theritual, the simhbdsana stand, which is
visually closely related to representations of the
meru discussed earlier, becomes immediately as-
sociated with and symbolic of Mount Meru (Jaini
1990, 197, 200). This bathing ceremony is, how-
ever, not only performed as part of the lengthy
and costly celebrations of the pavica-kalyanaka
puja. \t should also be performed every morning
for every Jina image housed in a shrine. As such
it is part of the payof eight substances (astprakari
paja), butis also a preliminary to any majorritual
or veneration in general (Babb 1998, 69). When
performed not as part of the sequence ofrituals
connected with the pavica-kalyanaka puja, the
bathing ceremonyis more often referred to as jal
pia (water worship) or abhiseka (Babb 1998, 85).
Anybody conducting a lustration ceremony is
meant to imagine himself or herself as Indra and
any bathing ritual is symbolically regarded as
representative of the birth of the Tirthankara. As
such the simhdsana stand acts as a meru during
bathing rituals. During other sacred templerites
it doubles as the samavasarana'’. Any temple
housing an imageis figuratively equated with the
samavasarana. The placing ofthe ritual image at

however, it will become clear that during rituals the
simhdsana stand ceases primarily to represent the lion
throne of the Jina and becomes equated with the meru
and the samavasarana.
For a detailed description of the sequence of Jaina
bathing ceremonies see, for example, the discussion by
Babb (1998, 72-84).
The consequently consecrated fluid is collected in a
container. Worshippers conducting or observing the
ritual dabit ontotheir eyes and foreheads. The remaining
liquid is kept over the day andalsooffered to those who
have not taken part in the ceremony.
Various writers have commented on aspects relating to
the symbolic connections between the simbdsana and
either Mount Meruorthe samavasarana. See for example
Jain/Fischer 1978(I), 12f.; Jaini 1990, 201; Jain 1977, 38;
Williams 1991, 216, 221. Particularly good with respect
to the double symbolism encountered in this case are
Babb 1998, 71 and Humphrey/Laidlaw 1994, 21.  
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the apex of the simhdsana stand, however,is inter-
preted more specifically as a representation of the
Jina’s attainment of omniscience andrepresents the
final stage in his worldlylife. As such this part
of the parica-kalyanaka pujais also performed on

the ritual stand, which visually is closely related
to the mythical preaching auditorium of the Jina.
Duringthis final part of the pa it is symbolically
equated with the samavasarana. Fascinating in this
connectionis also that a further commonterm to

describethis ritual implementis ‘samavasarana’ or
more colloquially ‘samosaran’ (Humphrey/Laid-
law 1994, 21, 25).

This paper has focused on the symbolic shapes
of meru, samavasarana andsimbasana because they
followa verysimilar design as well as being linked
on aritualistic level. Also other images in Jaina
art, however, are invested with symbolic signif-
icance relatingtothelife stories of the Tirthankaras.
The sacred dreams of Mahavira’s mother, fourteen
in a Svetambara and sixteen in a Digambara
context, for example, are considered representa-
tive of the Jina’s miraculous conception. Whilst
figures of Jinas represented inthe standing posture
of abandonment(kayotsarga) ggenerally symbolise
his enlightenment, sitting images in padmdasana
are woadly associated w ‘chy the Tirth ankara’s teach-
ing role after his attainment of omniscience

(Norton muscles):
To conclude, Meru, samavasarana and simhdsana

ritual standsare visuallyclosely related. All consist
of three tapering superimposedtiers topped bya
single or quadruple Jina image. Despite the strong
structural similarities all three have individual
names and functions attributed to them, and are
imbued with specific religious symbolism and
significance. In sacred Jaina paintings, sculpture
andarchitecture, the image of the meru is under-
stoodto be representative of the Jina’s birth, whilst
the samavasarana is symbolicofhis final welliehine
enment. The simhasanaritual stand constitutesvee
essential link between the two cosmological and
mythological structures. Depending onthe specific
rituals conductedontheritual stand, the simbasana
can either take onthe ritual function of the meru
or the samavasarana and be representative of
either the birth or the enlightenment of the
Tirthankara. This shows that there is not just a
clear formal visual relationship between the three
multi-tired elements, meru, samavasarana and
simhdsana, but that alsoritually and conceptually
the three are interrelated.
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